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Evolutionary psychology may explain why magical thinking is so central to love. Viva Luna Studios via
Unsplash, CC BYIn this age of science, many people see supernatural forces as illusions rooted in ...

Why does love feel magical? It's an evolutionary advantage
How do you speak the language of love? In 1992, Gary Chapman wrote "The Five Love Languages" to help
others understand the way humans give and receive love and to improve communication within ...

How To Speak The Language Of Love In A Way Any Man Will Understand
If we really want to be liberated from lazy tropes about what it means to be a woman, maybe we should be
redefining what it means to be a man too ...

Voices: Why do we still fancy bad boys like Love Island’s Adam Collard? It’s anti-feminist
What is love and what does it want from me? A very difficult question which no one seems to have the
answer to.

An evolutionary advantage: why love feels magical
By Sandra Gonzalez, CNN Tuesday morning’s Emmy nominations had a little bit for everyone, and
that’s great. But as with every award show shortlist, not all the beloved series and performances made the ...
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